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Ten members of Wilton=s finest service organization (Boucher, Brown, Burnham, Dulberg (back from
Florida!), Friedman, Kent, Lavin, Mais, Russo, White) were joined by Michael Smith of People’s Bank
(a prospective member) on this first day of June – sobered by the unwelcome news that Elaine’s
son had lost his battle with cancer. All our thoughts are with Elaine and Phil.
Andy made yet another pitch for the Annual Dinner to take place at Rolling Hills at 5:30 P.M. on
June 13, (which is actually tomorrow since your editor did not get this edition out timely).
Beth drew the two of hearts – paving the way for someone else to get lucky at our next meeting.
The street fair is coming up (July 21) – what should we do? We seem pretty good at hot dogs –
maybe beer, too? Andy, against his lawyer’s advice, has volunteered to sign the liquor permit.
Pat is getting going full steam on the carnival. Rosa is handling sponsorships again. It seems the
Lions Carnival, which is happening this weekend with a different carnival operator, has drawn the
short weather straw; which can only help us.
We awarded two scholarships to Wilton High School Seniors – Bill Glass did the presenting at the
High School awards ceremony earlier this week with his usual flair. Very fine choices.
Our program, so to speak was Michael Smith giving a short biography – he is originally from Texas,
and started his career in banking there – then it seems Chase decided he should move to the
Northeast where he has been for the last eight years or so. He switched employers a few years
ago, and has now taken over Laila’s position as manager of the People’s Bank branch in south Wilton,
Laila having been promoted to company headquarters in Bridgeport.
There will be no Friday meeting on June 14, but at least at this time meetings are planned to take
place on the 22nd and 29th. Our last meeting at Marly’s is to be on July 13 – then to Rolling Hills

See You Soon.

